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Introduction

Ethical issues in blood donation have been discussed for a long time. One of the most controversial problems in the field has at all times been how to increase the number of donations. Blood supply has always been scarce. In recent years, some countries have experienced serious blood shortages due to, among other things, a decrease following 9/11 (after an initial surge in donation) and the attention surrounding a potential transmission risk of prion disease [1–3]. Ensuring a sufficient blood supply remains difficult. Hence, the well-worn questions of how more people could be persuaded to become blood donors, and whether payment or other incentives could increase the blood supply, are still pressingly relevant.

Richard Titmuss’ influential work «The Gift Relation -ship» (1971) most prominently established the dichotomy of an economic framework for blood donation with paid donors versus a solidary system of altruistic unpaid donors [4]. Ever since, the discussion of raising the number of blood donors using payment as an incentive has followed along these lines.
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Summary

Blood is scarce, and ensuring a sufficient blood supply remains difficult for many countries. Payment for blood as a strategy to increase donations has remained highly controversial for decades, and the debate about ethical issues in paying donors has become somewhat stuck. At least from a policy perspective, it is important to find a compromise which allows for devising and implementing acceptable and successful policies to increase the blood supply. In this paper, such a compromise is developed both from a theoretical and empirical perspective, namely implementing well-designed non-cash incentives which cut across the rigid dichotomy of altruistic donations versus payment for donations. In order for this compromise to work, more attention to donation motives, the choice architecture, and the setting in blood donation needs to be paid.
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Zusammenfassung
A controversial debate between proponents and opponents of paid blood donation has been going on for several decades now [4–13]. Partly in response to this debate, most countries in the developed world have abandoned paid blood donation and now have either fully altruistic donation systems or mixed systems with altruistic donation, some forms of financial compensation for expenses, and/or other incentives [14]. International regulations reflect a strong stance against paid donation systems; bodies such as the International Society of Blood Transfusion, the WHO, the European Union or the Council of Europe all call for fully altruistic donation [15–18]. Nonetheless, payment remains one of the most effective ways to raise donation rates, and several countries would not be able to fulfil their demand for blood without it. Despite this fact, the theoretical debate about paid blood donation has quieted down a bit in recent years, probably because it has become somewhat stuck. This is at least partly due to the fact that from each of the opposing sides in the controversy, it is possible to make good arguments. While such a situation is fascinating and challenging from a philosophical point of view, from a policy perspective the need for blood calls for overcoming the opposition. It is important to find a compromise which allows for devising and implementing acceptable and successful policies to increase the blood supply.

With a focus on blood donation in developed countries, a way to achieve such a compromise is sketched in this paper: namely implementing well-designed non-cash incentives which cut across the dichotomy of altruistic donation versus self-interested paid donation, while at the same time paying more attention to the motives, the choice architecture, and the setting in donation.

The term ‘incentives’ covers a broad range of both financial and non-financial payments, gifts, goods, or tokens. In this paper, it will be assumed that a cash payment can be distinguished from other forms of non-cash incentives in normatively meaningful ways. In the following, non-cash incentives will be understood to be any gift, good, or token, either of non-monetary value or of small monetary value, donors receive conditional on donation.

In order to develop the proposal for the implementation of these non-cash incentives, it is necessary to briefly look at the main arguments against payment and some of the classic refutations. Calling these to mind in the first part of this paper helps to understand why maintaining a rigid division between altruistic donation and paid donation will not result in realistic solutions any time soon.

Debating Paid Blood Donation

Ever since the publication of Titmuss’ book, two groups of arguments have been central in debating strategies to increase blood donation by payment. The first group consists of arguments mainly addressing the potential violation of some important ethical principle or some vital intrinsic value/feature of medicine or society (intrinsic/deontological arguments), while the second group focuses mainly on actual or potential consequences of the strategies in question (extrinsic/consequentialist arguments; distinction developed in [19]). Those opposing paid donation are more likely to undermine arguments of the first kind, while proponents of payment do not accept their power and concentrate on refuting the arguments of the second kind.

Intrinsic/Deontological Arguments

Compromised Autonomy: Coercion/Pressure?

As in other situations of (medical) decision-making, an important consideration in any kind of donation context is donor autonomy [20]. One requirement for voluntary and informed consent is that donors should be able to make a free decision without being coerced or unduly pressured. In the case of paid blood donation, some worry that payment amounts to coercion against the donor, and hence the third requirement of informed consent and donor autonomy is compromised when donors are paid [21].

Coercion has been defined as an intentional, credible threat of harm or force to control or influence a person [22]. According to this definition, the offer of payment for blood donation cannot be considered coercion, since it is not accompanied by any kind of threat. However, it has been debated whether, depending on the circumstances of the person and the alternatives of action open to them, offers can be coercive and exert undue pressure [23, 24]. In our context this would mean that the fewer alternatives a person has to obtain the financial means offered through blood donation, the higher the coercive influence or pressure exerted through the offer of payment. If no alternatives for income present themselves, refusing the offer of payment for blood would be very unreasonable [25]. The fear of hunger, for example, can be considered coercive in this way, if no alternatives to avoid it present themselves. Thus, most agree that in poor countries it could be assumed that the poorest of donors are unduly pressured or even coerced to donate because of their extremely dire circumstances and the lack of alternatives to gain financial resources [10]. Hence, offering someone in extreme material need and without alternative opportunities for income money for blood instead of other, more meaningful options could be understood as an unacceptable way of compromising this person’s autonomy.

However, there is less accord whether this holds in developed countries. Here, desperate need is thankfully a rare occasion; but whether the offer of paying for donation is potentially irresistible and ‘unreasonable to refuse’, particularly for those at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder, remains a matter of open debate.
Justice Concerns

A related objection to paid donation is raised because of concerns for justice. The fact that those from lower socio-economic groups are more prevalent among paid donors has been labelled an injustice [4, 21].

There are two important ways in which the higher occurrence of lower socio-economic groups among paid donors could constitute an injustice: First, quite generally, it could be argued that the equivalence principle of commutative justice would be violated if those who gave blood were excluded from its distribution if they needed blood themselves. In many Third World Countries it is indeed the case that poor donors sell their blood to rich health-care systems without having the benefit of a sufficient blood supply in the event of their own need [26]. Most agree that this constitutes a clear injustice.

Within rich countries using paid systems, the same argument could be made if blood was distributed by ability to pay and had to be bought by patients in need. Such a practice would systematically disadvantage the financially worse off. Since these are more frequent among paid donors, the same violation of commutative justice would arise as in poor countries. This is actually the case in the United States. In most other developed countries, particularly in European countries with universal health care, blood is allocated according to need instead of by ability to pay. There, this particular objection against paid donation does not apply.

A second potential injustice is pointed out, namely that payment for blood is unfair because it is more attractive to those from lower socio-economic groups, who have a greater need to use this option to gain income [4, 21] (here, coercion comes into play again [27]). Others argue against this that while it is indeed true that cash payment for donation is more attractive to those of fewer financial means, this does not render the payment unjust [10] – rather, it is an instance highlighting the injustice of the underlying, substantial income inequalities in modern societies and an instance in which we find the visible effects of these income inequalities particularly troubling.

Those opposing payment argue that paid donation takes advantage of this existing injustice and thus perpetuates it. In contrast, those arguing for payment find such a worry hypocritical. In their view, as long as income inequalities are accepted, it must be accepted that payment for blood donation – as well as payment for participating in research, or payment for very unpleasant work, or payment for organ donation – will be more attractive to those of lower means. Banning payment for donation without at the same time improving the situation of those for whom it would be attractive does not make this particular injustice disappear [28]. It just makes it less visible.

The underlying ethical question of how to respond to the fact that due to income inequalities, some activities are taken up more by those with fewer financial means, is not specific to the blood donation context. It is one of the biggest, and so far unsolved, challenges to modern political philosophy and social policy.

Violation of Human Dignity: Instrumentalisation/Devaluation?

From a Kantian perspective, some consider the offer and acceptance of payment for blood to constitute an instrumentalisation of a person, in that the paid donor becomes a mere means to the ends of others. In this view, payment for blood donation would violate the principle of human dignity. (This kind of argument has played an important role in related contexts, such as organ donation [29, 30].)

To many, this appears to be a powerful objection against paid donation, pointing out that some otherwise fully acceptable and even commendable social practices might get destroyed or corrupted through payment [31]. In putting a ‘price’ on a personal ‘good’ – blood –, human dignity is threatened through devaluation (some say dehumanisation [13]) of the person involved. However, it could be said that such a devaluation does not necessarily follow from paying for a certain activity or personal ‘good’, especially not if such a payment is accompanied by sufficient respect for the person as a dignified end in itself. The question can justifiably be raised if payment for blood would necessarily mean that the donor is treated without proper respect. After all, much depends on the setting and on how the activity of donation and the payment for it are framed – ‘cash for a poor and desperate sod’ or ‘payment as a reward for a commendable/heroic deed’.

However, to those opposing paid donation, cash for blood always expresses a degradation [32] and lack of respect towards the donor, irrespective of the setting and of how the payment is framed, because paying a donor would highlight that the donor is in need of that payment; that through becoming part of a paid donation system, they are marked out and stigmatised as someone so desperate that they allow that a price is set on their life on a regular basis as necessarily putting a price on their body or life, thus lessening their value and depriving them of the respect they deserve as a dignified person. And while we especially appreciate people who do charity and pro bono work, we generally do not deprive the nurse, the physician, or the social worker of our esteem because they are paid for an activity others perform for free.

Apparently, the material question lying at the heart of the dispute over whether paid blood donation violates the dignity of those involved hinges on whether or not donating blood is seen as a ‘special’ kind of activity, different in relevant respects from other potentially paid activities, and in need of ‘protection’ from any financial transaction – a matter both controversial and, so far, largely undecided.
Extrinsic/Consequentialist Arguments

Safety Considerations
At least in the medical literature, by far the most common objections to payment in blood donation are safety considerations. In the past, some studies have shown that paid donors have a higher risk of transfusion-transmitted infections (TTIs) [11, 33–35]. Paid donors are also more likely to disguise risk factors of infection, such as drug abuse [36, 37]. Methods of anonymous self-reporting of risks, such as the confidential unit exclusion (CUE), are unfortunately not very effective [38]. Taking a careful anamnesis of every donor has proven to be a more successful method to discover higher risks of infection [39].

A risk of compromised blood safety poses an important argument against paid donation, since it endangers recipients and can potentially have catastrophic consequences. On the other hand, such a risk is not inevitable. It has also been shown that blood quality depends far more on donation setting and established blood safety measures than on whether donors receive payment [40]. Both TTI-detecting tests as well as virus inactivation and other safety methods have developed considerably over the last years, and it can reasonably be expected that this development will continue.

Transmission rates in countries with good blood safety measures have already become very low, irrespective of donor type [14, 39].

Moreover, higher risks are not associated with money paid; they depend on the risk profiles of the donor groups [40]. Still, a significant proportion of the paid donors examined in the studies cited above comes from populations with higher risk profiles, especially from low-income groups, and it is to be expected that payment will continue to attract high-risk donors. Even if all TTIs were detected through rigorous testing, the dropout of blood units is higher in this group than in other donor populations.

Destruction of Altruism/Crowding Out?
The final, regularly voiced objection against paid donation has again been expressed most prominently by Titmuss. In his work, he argues that a system of paid donation decreases opportunities to behave altruistically and thus harms altruism, while a system without payment fosters altruism in society [4, 5]. (Altruism is a very complex concept. Several competing definitions of altruism are used in the literature on blood donation. In this paper, a Titmussian definition of altruism – a desire to selflessly help others – shall be presupposed.) More specifically, Titmuss worried that a paid system would have a crowding-out effect on altruistic donors. A crowding-out effect would mean that donation rates actually decrease after the introduction of payment. This would be due to the fact that altruistic donors feel cheated by payment for donation, or feel their altruism was no longer needed, and turn away from donating.

These are both empirical claims rather difficult to prove or disprove. If the first claim about the derogatory effects of paid (and mixed) donation systems on altruism was true, those countries which have had a purely altruistic blood donation system in place for the last decades should show an advantage in terms of altruism within their society. That is, they should have fewer problems to fulfil the demand for blood and have higher organ donation rates and other indicators of high altruism than countries with mixed or paid systems, which have been subject to the harmful effects claimed by Titmuss. So far, an in-depth analysis of whether sales of blood undermine general communal spirit is not available.

As for the crowding out of blood donors, available data is also very scarce. Research from other areas indicates that a crowding-out effect due to payment might occur [41–43], but this cannot be readily transferred to blood donation. In studies asking for future blood donation behaviour, a crowding-out effect has not been shown [44–45]. A study specifically designed to examine crowding out in a real life donation situation has been conducted in Sweden by Mellström and Johansson. The unpublished data show that a minor crowding-out effect is present in some donor groups. In the study, this crowding-out effect could be countered by the introduction of other forms of incentives (not payment). Quite generally, a crowding out could of course also be potentially offset by a significant increase of the amount of money paid, since it is only present when relatively low sums of money are paid [42].

Preliminary Conclusions
As can be gathered from this brief description of the most important issues in payment for blood donation, it has remained a difficult challenge to make a fully convincing argument for or against paid donation. Complex underlying philosophical issues – such as what could be considered a coercive offer in rich countries, how to handle certain kinds of payment in the face of existing inequalities in modern societies, or whether there are certain activities and ‘goods’ which should be exempt from any form of financial transaction – would need to be solved and empirical claims about blood safety and crowding out would have to be proven or disproven before this debate could be clearly decided in favour of one of the competing positions. It is not likely this will happen in the near future.

Hence, at least from a policy perspective, it is important to find a third way which could be considered an acceptable compromise from either perspective. The following parts of this paper will be devoted to a potential candidate for such a compromise, namely the introduction of non-cash incentives of both non-monetary and low monetary value (remember that the latter are goods, vouchers, or services of a certain low value – not cash payments).
Why Non-Cash Incentives?

Incentives other than payment have long been a reality in blood donation, but they have seldom been the central focus of the debates about raising donation rates; often, they are simply grouped together with payment. I believe non-cash incentives deserve both a separate discussion and more attention in empirical research.

First of all, with non-cash incentives, it is possible to avoid the theoretical standoff sketched above in the debate about payment, since the arguments discussed above do not apply to non-cash incentives:

Coercion/Pressure
If it is problematic to clearly show that an offer of money is coercive, it is almost impossible to do so with non-cash incentives. The explicit task of incentives is to make a certain option or activity more attractive. They are aimed at influencing motivation and count as a reason for preferring one choice to the alternative, but they cannot reasonably be considered to be irresistible, especially in well-off countries, where all basic material needs of the population are met. This is partly due to the fact that the liquidity of incentives is far lower than that of money (i.e. they cannot be readily exchanged for any other good and could even be designed not to be exchangeable at all). Moreover, it would be possible to tailor incentives to higher-income groups unlikely to donate out of financial desperation. In these groups, any worry of coercion or pressure due to financial need would be wholly groundless.

Justice
A similar thought applies to the justice concern some raise in payment, where the fact that poorer people need a payment more than the wealthy is taken to be unfair. Of course the fact remains troubling that large inequalities in income are present in all modern societies. This is an injustice wholly independent from the context of blood donation. While some feel that paying for blood takes advantage of this injustice, few would argue that it is unfair that poorer people find a non-cash incentive of low monetary value more appealing, such as a T-shirt or a ticket voucher – much less an incentive of non-monetary value, such as social recognition or a peer-signalling effect. Incentives of the latter kind might even be less attractive to those from the lower ranges of the socio-economic ladder. Again, it would be possible to design many different kinds of non-cash incentives, so that for each socio-economic group, there is one which is attractive. With incentives thus being equally attractive to all, the justice concern could be avoided.

Human Dignity/Devaluation
The matter of harming human dignity through devaluation or group stigmatisation – rather difficult to prove even in payment – does not carry a lot of force in non-cash incentives. There would be no ‘setting a price’ on something ‘priceless’ through incentives, because no ‘price’ would be paid. With non-cash incentives of many different kinds instead of money, it would also be highly unlikely that accepting one of them for blood donation would subject donors to any kind of shameful acceptance, stigmatisation, or even dehumanisation, especially if proper attention was paid to the setting and the framing of the incentives in question.

Safety
Systematic data on the disease transmission risk ratio in different kinds of non-cash incentives are still largely lacking. However, some empirical data indicates that unlike cash payment, which is more attractive to low-income groups with higher transmission risks, incentives are not problematic in terms of blood safety, because they are not necessarily tied to such groups with problematic risk profiles [45]. Furthermore, if incentives were made attractive to all kinds of donor groups, the safety concerns relevant in payment would not apply at all.

Altruism
There is one remaining issue which cannot be circumvented by focusing on non-cash incentives instead of payment: As soon as any kind of incentive is introduced, the donation is no longer purely altruistic, since incentives appeal to other motives. To those who hold that Titmussian selfless altruism must be the only reason for donation no matter the consequences (e.g. die-hard deontologists), any incentive targeting other motives instead of selflessness will always be unethical. There is no space here for a detailed discussion and refutation of this claim. It shall suffice to say that, firstly, the picture in terms of ‘pure’ motivation is far muddier when it comes to altruism than its proponents make it out to be: It has been shown that altruistic behaviour is oftentimes also partly motivated by some form of self-interest, and some have questioned whether ‘pure’ altruism exists at all [46]. Secondly, in liberal modern societies, demanding one supreme motive – or value – for an activity for which several other motives are possible (and present in the population) is fraught with many problems, paternalism being only one of them. Most of those involved in discussing blood donation will not take an extreme position and demand pure selflessness as the only acceptable motive. They will agree that while selfless altruism should always be important in blood donation, other motives are acceptable in addition. These motives could be targeted by a wide variety of different non-cash incentives.

As for the empirical worries, both a destruction of altruism as a value in society as well as a crowding-out effect are highly unlikely consequences of an implementation of non-cash incentives. Non-cash incentives can be used with a lot more variety in setting and choice architecture, and they can even be tied successfully to motives which could be described as largely altruistic, as depicted below. Hence, it can safely be assumed that, with careful attention to the setting and the choice archi-
ecture in donation, selfless altruism will always remain an important reason to donate. It just will not be the only one.

In sum, there is an argument to be made for non-cash incentives from a theoretical perspective: Carefully framed non-cash incentives, which are targeting many kinds of donor groups (with a particular focus on well-off donors) and offered in the right donation setting, avoid most of the complex issues which have remained controversial in the debate about payment for blood donation. They might constitute a ‘third way’: a workable compromise both sides can agree on without having to yield too much ground in the complex philosophical questions surrounding paid donation.

Secondly, non-cash incentives can also be supported from an empirical perspective: There is a lot of unrealised potential to implement them in very effective ways, and hence, it is very likely that they could significantly increase donation rates [1]. This potential has not been studied with sufficient vigour in blood donation. Below, an interdisciplinary perspective is taken to sketch a comprehensive approach to its realisation.

### Beyond ‘Altruism versus Payment’: Requirements for Policy-Making Using Non-Cash Incentives

To illustrate the potential of incentives, they should not be discussed as an isolated means to raise donation rates. Instead, they need to be regarded as one factor within a comprehensive approach to that end. It is necessary to re-evaluate some well-established premises of the debate on blood donation, particularly about donor motivation. In addition, donation aspects need to be taken up which have not met with enough attention, such as the choice architecture of donation and donation settings, in order to point out important requirements for successful policy-making.

### Donor Motives

Ever since Titmuss’ analysis of two distinct donation systems and the corresponding description of two types of donors, the opposition between altruism in donation on one side and a blood market with economic self-interest on the other has been prominent. Donors and their motivation have frequently been discussed under headings echoing this opposition, such as ‘Gift or good?’ [35], ‘Altruism or payment in blood donation’ [11], ‘Blood donation – altruism or profit?’ [47], or ‘Blood: gift or merchandise?’ [48]. It also features prominently in regulation and legislation of blood donation.

Above, it has been shown that proposing altruism as the single acceptable normative ideal – namely, as the single alternative to paid donation – is problematic for theoretical reasons. What is more, the dichotomy between paid and altruistic donation also does not properly reflect empirical reality: Titmuss’ own methodology and the empirical data he and others use to back up the theoretical emphasis on altruism as both an ideal framework and supreme motive for donation have been challenged [49]. The rather slippery empirical ground Titmuss’ hypothesis rests on can also be illustrated by the fact that the evidence on pure altruism and economic self-interest as the two main motives in blood donation has always been unclear – so unclear, in fact, that it is surprising how dominant this dichotomy has remained. Studies from the 1970s up until today have found selfless altruism to be among the important motives for donation [50–54]. Interest in economic gain has been prevalent, too [55–58]. However, at the same time, other reasons and motives for donation have always played an important role as well: Studies have pointed out several important motives which do not fall easily into the dichotomy of pure selfless altruism on one side and selfish interest in financial gain on the other [50, 52, 54, 56, 59]. These are for example motives such as personal benefit (through many different kinds of goods and rewards), peer pressure and signalling effects (to demonstrate a certain commendable behaviour to peer groups, or to be perceived in a certain way), intrapsychological motives/psychological benefits (such as feeling good about oneself, behaving according to a particular role or self-image), ideas of reciprocity/benevolence (where both donor and recipient benefit), and others [45, 52, 59–64].

Apparently, the dichotomy ‘altruism/economic gain’ does not capture the reality of donation motives in an adequate way. Focusing on these two – or on one, namely altruism – ignores a whole spectrum of other relevant motives and attitudes.

The dichotomy also does not reflect the actual impact that motives for donation have on predicting and/or causing actual donation behaviour. Several recent studies have shown that altruism, even if present as a motivation, is not strongly related to actual donation behaviour [52, 59, 64]. Other motives seem to be more important for the actual decision and subsequent action of donating blood, and amongst these, financial gain is only one.

And finally, far more studies examining the motivation for donation look at groups of donors than at the non-donating population (exceptions are [57, 63, 65, 66]). Since blood donation has been described and publicly called for as an explicitly altruistic activity for decades, it is not surprising that those already donating exhibit altruism as an important motive. It may well be possible that in the far larger non-donor population of modern developed countries, altruism is even less dominant.

In sum, the findings on donation motives do not neatly fall into two opposite categories, nor do they indicate that donors adhere to the ideal of a ‘pure’ altruistic motivation demanded by most of the current regulation and legislation on blood donation. Instead, they point to a host of different motives influencing the decision to donate. In addition, study results are inconclusive and even apparently conflicting, showing that several different motives probably work at the same time, with some maybe even contradicting each other. This is not really surprising. Why should we expect that donating blood differs...
strongly from other decision-making contexts in life? It is a trivial fact of life that people are very different and that a rich variety of motives and other factors influences decision-making in a pluralistic world, sometimes in rather surprising ways. It would be quite unreasonable to expect that blood donation is the one special instance where one of only two opposing motives dominates the decision-making [62].

From the available empirical studies the conclusion can be drawn that there is a number of motives besides altruism and financial self-interest which could be addressed through non-cash incentives. In the present situation of need for blood and little chance of a compromise on paid blood donation, it could be an acceptable compromise to drop the rigid dichotomy and the sole reliance on altruism as the expected reason for donation and start to actively and creatively pursue other motives. In order to successfully raise donation rates, a variety of motives could be addressed, such as benevolence/reciprocity, the need to feel good about oneself, signalling, or personal benefit. Campaigns to attract donors could be tailored far more specifically to groups of donors with some particular motive and/or mixed motives. While campaigns emphasising altruism will find their targets, particularly among the older generations and among those who already donate, other attitudes and motives – and incentives aimed at these – should figure more prominently to attract new donors. The already available research as to which motives are prevalent in which socio-demographic or age group [45, 52, 57, 63, 67] can be put to use and should be expanded.

The Choice Architecture of Donation

Once it has been agreed that it is acceptable to pursue other motives for donation besides altruism, attention needs to be focused on how best to do this. If those parts of the population are targeted which do not already donate, or which have stopped to do so, it is likely that reluctance or laziness to donate is prevalent. How can these obstacles be overcome successfully without, at the same time, exerting unacceptable pressure?

One promising way to do so would involve applying insights not only from psychology and sociology, as has been done before to some extent [59, 62, 64, 68, 69], but also from behavioural economics and marketing. Titmuss’ description of blood donation as the one rare occasion of and opportunity for altruism paved the way for blood donation mostly being discussed as a very special kind of behaviour. But, as has been alluded to in the discussion of donor motives: this is not necessary. While donating blood certainly has some unusual features, there is little reason to assume that it can be exempted from the rules which govern all other kinds of behaviours (for an in-depth discussion of related pro-social behaviours, see [70]). On the contrary, looking at these rules and defaults more closely could provide insights beneficial to improving donation programmes. In this respect, recent work on behavioural economics is instructive [71]. During the last decades of psychological and sociological research on human behaviour and decision-making, a large variety of behaviour-influencing factors have been found to be at work both in everyday life and in difficult and unusual situations. Together, these factors can be labelled as the architecture of choice. Some of the strongest influences on our decisions are inertia and laziness. No matter which area (social policy and welfare, healthcare, private or social investment, or marketing): If a program wants to succeed in making a certain choice attractive, one of the most important tasks is to overcome this reluctance to decide and act.

New approaches to successful behaviour modification claim not to fall prey to the charge of unduly pressuring people and taking away their right to freely choose what they want to do. Instead, these approaches use ‘nudges’. Nudges are changes to the choice architecture which make use of the various factors influencing behaviour and, in this way, succeed in steering people towards a desired decision, while still preserving unrestricted and free choice. To reflect the freedom of choice combined with the explicit goal to get people to do things which are deemed to be good or to benefit them, the theoretical framework of these accounts is called libertarian paternalism; libertarian, because choices are free and not restricted; paternalism, because changes in the choice architecture are used explicitly to influence people’s decisions ‘for their own good’.

Several of the findings from behavioural economics are relevant to the context of donating blood. To mention just a few:

- Human choices are remarkably susceptible to the manner in which options are presented (framing effect). By changing the schema of interpretation – the frame –, decisions can be selectively influenced.
- Irrespective of rational reasoning, people have an in-built, automatic desire to behave in the way others behave (conformity effect). By informing people what others do, or what some particular group does, it is possible to steer decisions in a desired direction.
- People’s decisions also strongly follow primes, i.e. associative cues and other ‘channel factors’ that facilitate or inhibit behaviour. For example, measuring people’s intention and then reminding them of it works very well towards influencing a particular decision (mere measurement effect).
- Finally: Incentives work. Particularly when they are specifically tailored to motives people have and combined with other nudges, such as framing or peer pressure, incentives are among the strongest factors influencing behaviour, without at the same time being coercive.

Individually, these and many other findings are not new, nor are they really surprising. What is surprising, however, is that they have not been put to use systematically to help increase blood donation. Many ideas for nudges exist as well as the respective research to back them up. Several ways of shaping the choice architecture are known to work in many areas of
social policy, such as social security, preservation of the environment, drug policy, education, marriage etc. [71]. Some of these ideas could be used in blood donation.

For instance, there are several ways to frame blood donation. In the past, the dominant perspective and interpretative framework for blood donation has been selfless altruism, and hence donating blood has mostly been framed as an altruistic activity. However, many other frames are possible which need not involve the established opposite of altruism, namely cold financial self-interest. Blood donation could be framed as brave, or as heroic, or as clever in serving your self-interest, or as something to be proud of, or as a reciprocal and benevolent give and take, or as several of these aspects at once. All the motives which have been shown to be relevant in empirical research could be mined for their suitability in framing donation for different groups of donors, both separately and in combination; new motives could be tried out. Why not try to frame blood donation as ‘cool’, or as ‘hip’, or as something that all your friends do?

In a similar vein, mild peer pressure and conformity effects could be used to encourage – nudge – people to donate. For example, donors could get a reward (e.g. an incentive of the kind mentioned below) if they bring friends with them to donate or if they persuade their co-workers to give blood. Awards could be implemented for companies, sports clubs, school classes etc. who have very high donation rates. Online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc. would not only be helpful tools in framing donation in new ways to attract new groups of potential donors, but could also be used to spread the information of how many people actually already donate, who is a ‘fan’ of the ‘I donate blood’ group, what incentives are available, where donation sites are located etc. Today, most people do not know if their neighbours, co-workers, or acquaintances donate blood. In order to activate the conformity effect, donor names could be published in local newspapers or read out at social occasions – not unlike the names of those who donate to charities or support social and cultural institutions (of course, donor consent to this would have to be gained).

Finally, the mere measurement effect has, under a different label, already been shown to work in blood donation. The professed intention to donate is one of the best factors to predict donor retention [59]. Asking the whole population whether they intend to donate blood in the future at some obligatory event (such as getting an identity card/passport) could make use of the mere measurement effect as well as raise awareness of the need for donation.

In sum: The many motives people have for donating could be used to frame and prime donation and tailor campaigns to specific donor groups. Mild peer pressure, conformity, mere measurement effects, and other nudges could all inform the design of these campaigns. The final and most important element would then be the introduction of adequate non-cash incentives. These could both have some or no monetary value, depending on the motive they would try to appeal to – in any case, they would have to be specifically designed and tailored to the choice architecture. Young donors attracted through Facebook groups will be interested in other incentives than members of a local chess club. Marketing experts have been devising tailored incentives for a long time when trying to sell products to different groups of users, consumers, or customers. Their experience could be employed in developing choice architecture for blood donation which is informed both by decades of research in human psychology as well as by the empirical evidence from studies in the donation context.

In using nudges (including non-cash incentives) to tailor donation campaigns to people with different motives, an important worry mentioned above could disappear, namely that incentives are more attractive to low-income donors. In marketing, for example, bonus programs have been developed which appeal to many groups of customers, and particularly to those above a certain income threshold. (An example is the German ‘payback loyalty card’, which awards points for certain purchases (www.payback.de). These points can be collected and exchanged for a great variety of goods/rewards, several of which are especially attractive to higher-income people. Moreover, the rather complicated procedure of collecting and exchanging the points is apparently used less by people from the lowest socio-economic groups.) It would be possible to devise such programs for blood donation.

It should also be stressed that in keeping with the theory of libertarian paternalism, none of the described avenues of influencing behaviour and steering people towards a particular decision involves any coercion or undue pressure. What the approach does involve is the use of insights into behavioural psychology to affect decisions – without making anyone do anything against their will.

**Donation Setting**

The final element of a comprehensive approach to incentives for blood donation is setting. Most choices take place within a certain social situation. Apart from the elements of choice architecture described above, whether motives actually lead to the intended action also to some degree depends on the social setting of that action. The importance of setting has been recognised in other areas. For example, the concept has been used to develop the ‘setting approach of health promotion’ by the WHO [72–74]. A setting in this context is defined as ‘a socially and culturally defined geographic and physical area of social interaction, and a socially and culturally defined set of patterns of interactions performed in the area’ [74]. Within a setting, and through shaping particular aspects of a setting (such as institutions and environments), interactions can be changed and improved, behaviours influenced, and decision-making modulated.

So far, there has not been a lot of emphasis on the importance of setting in blood donation. A few setting factors have been studied (sometimes under the rather misleading head-
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